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Abstract
We present the fabrication of lightweight cellular carbon materials using an origami-inspired
technique. Complex, porous shapes are fabricated by carbonizing an origami structure made by
pre-creasing and manual folding a flat piece of pure cellulosic paper. This relatively simple process
yields carbon origami shapes that feature density as low as 0.014 ± 0.005 g/cm3, 0.93% the density
of bulk glassy carbon. Yet, the specific stiffness of this carbon origami and its capability to transfer
load compare advantageously to other lightweight cellular materials such as carbon nanotube
foams, graphene elastomers, metallic microlattices, silica aerogel, and carbon foams. Such
promising mechanical properties coupled to the high temperature resistance and excellent chemical
and electrochemical stability of carbon positions carbon origami as a candidate to fabricate
lightweight, multifunctional materials.

1. Introduction
A cellular material was defined by Gibson and Ashby as an interconnected network of solid struts
or plates forming the edges and faces of cells [1]. One can find both nature- and man-made cellular
materials with either periodic or stochastic internal structure. Examples of periodic cellular
materials found in nature are wood [2] and cork [3]. Trabecular bone [4], plant parenchyma [5]
and sponge [6] are few examples of a natural stochastic foam-like structure. In contrast, synthetic
materials with stochastic foam-like structure include silica aerogel [7,8], carbon nanotube (CNT)
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foams [9], graphene elastomers [10], metallic foams, polymer foams [11], and carbon foams
[12,13]. Man-made micro- and nanolattices have been reported recently out of different materials
[14–17], which represent an excellent example of periodic structures. The most important feature
of cellular materials is their much lower density compared to the bulk version of the same material.
Additionally, cellular materials offer an improved specific surface area and specific mechanical
strength. It is thus no surprise that cellular materials find application as lightweight structural
components [18], energy absorption materials [19], catalysts support [20], and performance filters
[21]. Cellular carbon materials are reported using different carbon allotropes such as CNT,
graphene, glassy carbon and carbons derived from organic precursors [9,10,17,22]. In general,
these materials feature interesting properties including low density, high specific compressive
strength, high temperature tolerances (~3000 °C in inert atmosphere), high surface area and
adjustable electrical and thermal conductivity [23]. Such properties have enabled the use of these
cellular carbon materials in thermal energy storage, adsorption of water vapor, electrochemical
measurements, heat sinks and catalyst support [22,24]. Here, we are interested on cellular carbon
materials derived by heat treating organic polymers. This is mainly due to the facility of shaping
the precursor instead of the carbon.
We report on the use of origami techniques to fabricate lightweight cellular carbon materials. In
origami, 3D complex architectures are fabricated from a flat piece of paper by folding the paper
along prescribed creases [25–27]. Origami is gaining significant scientific and technological
interest among the scientific community due to its potential to fabricate numerous intricate
architectural shapes of engineering value [28]. Here we emphasize the use of origami structures as
lightweight rigid structures. We use cellulose paper with a random structure as carbon precursor.
Starting with a flat piece of paper, we use origami techniques to crease and fold specific structures
that we then pyrolyze in an inert atmosphere. The resulting carbon origami features a stochastic
cellular microstructure and a designed macrostructure with characteristically thin cross section.
The carbon origami structures reported here feature a relative stiffness comparable to CNT foams
[9], graphene elastomers [10], metallic microlattices [15], carbon foams [13] and silica aerogel [7].
In this work, we present the characterization of the carbon microstructure resulting from
carbonizing paper and a discussion of its effect on the mechanical properties of the origami
structure. Although we present results using a specific kind of cellulosic paper, there is an immense
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potential to tailor the mechanical properties of carbon origami by tailoring the microstructure of
the precursor paper. We also address the effect of carbonization on the cellulose fibers and on the
origami structure in terms of structural shrinkage. We finish by showcasing the versatility of this
technique to make different origami structures of different sizes. The use of origami-based
techniques to manufacture carbon cellular materials has excellent scalability prospects. Due to the
maturity of the paper making industry, it is possible to produce relatively inexpensive, pure
cellulose paper rolls. These could be creased and folded after optimizing continuous embossing
and folding techniques, such as those used in the manufacturing of paper bags and paper filters.
Continuous heat treatment of the folded shapes can be implemented using belt conveyor or pusher
tunnel furnaces, common in the production of tile and other ceramic pieces.

2. Experimental
2.1 Fabrication of carbon origami
The fabrication process consisted of four steps illustrated in Figure 1: 1) design of crease pattern,
2) automatic pre-creasing, 3) manual folding and 4) carbonization. Pure cellulose chromatography
papers Fisherbrand Chromatography Paper, Cat. No. 05-714-1 with thickness of 0.19 mm or
Whatman 3MM Chromatography paper, Cat. No. 3030-6158 with a thickness of 0.34 mm were
used for this work. Although we are able to fabricate different origami patterns, we focused our
study on Miura-ori, a pattern that belongs to the family of rigid origami. In this case, the facets are
considered as rigid panels and creases are considered as hinges [29,30]. The geometry of Miuraori resembles a herringbone pattern and consists a series of convex “mountains” and concave
“valleys”. This origami tessellation has gained much attention among the engineering communities
because of its simplicity and mechanical properties such as high specific stiffness [31,32], impact
energy absorption [33,34], and negative Poisson’s ratio [35,36]. The Miura-ori pattern has been
employed in different applications including packaging of solar panels for space mission [37] and
deformable energy storage devices [38]. The pattern can be also found in nature in different forms
such as leaves [39,40], embryonic intestines [41] and insect wings [42].
2.1.1 Design of crease patterns
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Fig. 1a shows the crease pattern for a unit cell of a Miura-ori fold. The dotted and solid lines in the
unit cell represent the creases to create “valleys” on one side of the paper and “mountains” on the
other. The Miura-ori design used here featured 16 unit cells. A unit cell can be defined by the
design parameters h, l and α [30]. All the Miura-ori samples fabricated here featured an α of 75°
and a 3:5 ratio between h and l. Such specific ratio resulted from fitting 16 unit cells in a square.
We only varied the value of h from 3.1 mm (1/8 in) to 15.3 mm (5/8 in) as the size of the pieces
increased from 1 inch × 1 inch to 5 inch × 5 inch.
Although the focus of this paper was the Miura-ori structure, other origami structures were studied
to assess scalability and complexity of the process. We characterized the Waterbomb base and
Yoshimura origami structures. These designs also featured 16 unit cells. The Waterbomb base unit
cell was defined by the design parameter s. The Yoshimura unit cell was defined by the design
parameters x and y (Fig. 7b and 7c).
Individual crease patterns for “valleys” and “mountains” for all origami structures were designed
using Solidworks (Dassault Systems, Waltham, MA, USA). Examples of valleys and mountains
for Miura-ori are shown in Fig. 1b and c respectively. These design files enabled the automatic
pre-creasing detailed in the next section.
2.1.2 Automatic pre-creasing
We used a modified desktop cutting-plotter machine (Graphtec CE6000-40, Japan) to
automatically pre-crease the paper and facilitate folding. We replaced the cutting blade with an
empty, generic ballpoint pen with a ball diameter of 1.5 mm. Parameters of interest during precreasing included speed of movement, acceleration, number of passes and pressing force of the
pen. After optimization (data not shown), we defined a speed of 12 cm/s, acceleration of 0.71 m/s2,
a force of 2.16 N, and three passes as the ideal parameters to achieve the targeted creasing that will
facilitate folding of the origami tessellation. An example of the pre-creased paper for Miura-ori in
such process is shown in Fig. 1d. Alignment of valleys and mountains was implemented using
marks that were automatically generated by the software of the cutting plotter and printed on the
paper. Pre-creased samples with any visible misalignment were discarded.
2.1.3 Manual folding
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Following Miura-ori techniques, folding was done manually to ensure facets adjacent to the
creases for the “valleys” were rotated into the paper, while the facets adjacent to the creases for
the “mountains” were rotated out of it [43]. An example of the folded paper Miura-ori is illustrated
in Fig. 1e. As indicated in Fig. 1e, the angle obtained after folding, α', was smaller than designed.
Hence, instead of 75° we obtained 43.75° ± 0.33°. Five paper Miura-ori were folded for each value
of design parameter h.
2.1.4 Carbonization
Once folded, the paper Miura-ori origami structures were carbonized in a tube furnace (TF1400,
Across International, USA) using a well characterized protocol [44–47]. Due to a limitation on the
size of the tube, the maximum dimension of the samples was 115 mm. The carbonization protocol
featured 5 steps: (1) heating from room temperature to 300 °C at 5 °C/min; (2) dwell at 300 °C for
30 min to allow the excess oxygen to escape the furnace; (3) heating from 300 °C to 900 °C at 5
°C/min; (4) dwell at 900 °C for 75 min; and (5) cooling down to room temperature at a cooling
rate of 5 °C/min. Process was done under a nitrogen atmosphere. An example of the resultant
carbon Miura-ori is shown in Fig. 1f. Shrinkage occurs, which yields a sharper folding angle, α'',
when compared to the angle α' present after folding.
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Figure 1: Fabrication process of carbon Miura-ori. (a) Unit cell of a Miura-ori pattern. The dotted
lines represent the “valleys” and the solid lines indicate the “mountains”. The unit cell is defined
by the characteristic design paremeters h, l and α. CAD software was used to create the crease
patterns for (b) “valleys” on one side and (c) “mountains” on the opposite side of the paper for
fabrication of Miura-ori. (d) Example of a 3 inch × 3 inch paper creased using a modified cutting
plotter. The unit cell of the Miura-ori pattern is indicated by the dashed rectangle, compare to (a).
(e) Paper Miura-ori obtained by manually folding the creased paper shown in (d). because of
manual folding, the design angle α decreased to the folding angle α'. (f) Carbon Miura-ori obtained
by heat treatment of the paper Miura-ori at 900 °C in nitrogen atmosphere. Although shrinkage
occurs, the shape is conserved. Because of the shrinkage, folding angle α' decreased to α'' for the
carbon Miura-ori.
2.2 Characterization
2.2.1 Material characterization
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The carbon miura-ori structure was characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku Ultima
IV, Japan) spectroscopy to determine its crystallographic structure. Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) was performed to characterize weight loss during carbonization in nitrogen atmosphere
with a heating rate of 5 ºC/min. The microstructures of both the precursor paper and the resultant
carbon were using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S4800, Hitachi, Japan). A thin carbon
film (10 nm) was sputtered on the precursor paper to facilitate its imaging. The microstructure of
the carbonized paper was further analyzed by high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM, H9500, Hitachi, Japan). The pore size distribution of the carbonized paper was
characterized by image analysis of the SEM images using the particle analyzer, an inbuilt macro
in the ImageJ software.
2.2.2 Structure characterization
Following current practices in cellular materials, the structural density (ρ) of the carbon Miura-ori
structures was determined by the envelop method, which is the ratio between the mass of the
carbon Miura-ori and the total volume it occupied [9,48]. The compression tests of the carbon
Miura-ori structures were performed at a rate of 1 mm/min to 80% strain using an Instron Single
Column Testing System (Model 5944). A load cell of 50 N was used for the compression tests.
The stress-strain curve obtained in the compression test had three distinct regions: the elastic
region, post-yielding softening and densification [49,50]. We calculated the compressive strength
(σm) of the carbon Miura-ori sample as the onset point of fracturing of the panels, and the elastic
modulus (E) as the slope of the elastic region of the stress-strain curve. This elastic region is
characterized by the fact that the panels can stretch away from the creases to absorb the
compression force.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Compressive strength and Elastic Modulus depending on structural density
The structural density (ρ) of different carbon Miura-ori structures is plotted in Fig. 2a for different
lengths of the characteristic dimension h of a Miura-ori unit cell (see Fig. 1a). The density
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decreases from 0.03 ± 0.004 to 0.014 ± 0.005 g/cm3 as h increases from 6.12 to 12.24 mm. An h
of 6.12 mm is currently the smallest dimension we can fabricate with our current setup (see section
3.4). The density of the structure as measured with the envelope method shows strong dependence
on the length of h and hence size of the panel. This suggests that deformation of the structure
during shrinkage and possibly elimination of byproducts during carbonization play an important
role on determining the density of the carbon Miura-ori. These mechanisms are discussed in the
shrinkage section (Section 3.3). In this current section, we present the density values to emphasize
the potential of carbon Miura-ori as a lightweight material. The structural density of the carbon
Miura-ori obtained here ranges from 0.93% to 2% of the density of bulk glass-like carbon (1.3-1.5
g/cm3 [51]).
The results from the characterization of σm and E are shown in Fig. 2b. As expected, σm and E
increase with the increase in density of the carbon Miura-ori. The value for σm increased from 4.12
± 1.29 kPa for ρ = 0.014 g/cm3 to 15.85 ± 2.21 kPa for ρ =0.03 g/cm3. The value of E increased
from 49.37 ± 6.24 kPa for ρ = of 0.014 g/cm3 to 193.83 ± 32.17 kPa for ρ = 0.03 g/cm3. Hence, σm
and E are also inversely proportional to the design parameter h. In comparison, the average
compressive strength of bulk glass-like carbon is in the range 300 – 700 MPa [52,53].
Cellular materials, including stochastic foams, can be characterized by the dependence on density
of elastic modulus given by Gibson and Ashby’s scaling law (Equation 1) [54]:
𝐸𝐸 ∝ 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 (𝜌𝜌/𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆 )𝑛𝑛

(1)

where ES and ρS are the elastic modulus and the density of the solid respectively, and n is an
exponent that represents the mode of deformation, e.g. bending or stretching [55]. The value of
the constant n depends on the microstructure of the material as well as the structural geometry
which includes the cell type (open or closed), the geometrical arrangement of the cells and the size
of the cells [56]. Values of n beyond 2 represent rapid loss of interesting properties as density
increases and signifies inefficient load transfer between the ligaments of the cellular structure [15].
Values of n less than 2 signifies better load transfer capability through the structure ligaments. A
n = 1 denotes a stretch dominated structure, which exhibits higher compressive strength and
stiffness in comparison to bending-dominant structures (n = 2) [55]. Plotting the relative elastic
modulus, E/ES, versus their relative density, ρ/ρS, shows that the Carbon Miura-ori origami
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structures features a n =1.76 when considering the values for ES and ρS as 20 GPa and 1.5 g/cm3
for glass-like carbon respectively [17,57] (Fig. 2c). This value is close to 2 which suggests a
bending-dominant mechanical behavior similar to open cell cellular materials [1]. This was
expected for Miura-ori because of the random collection of 5.26 ± 2.53 µm-thick fibers in the
facets. Furthermore, Miura-ori in particular does not feature any strut at its basal plane, as in the
case of octet-trusses for example [14], which is a characteristic for stretch-dominated microlattices
[58]. A n = 1.76 also means that the carbon Miura-ori exhibits better scaling and better load
transferring capability than other cellular materials with higher values of n. For example, silica
aerogel and carbon nanotube (CNT) foams used for catalysts supports and energy storage
applications respectively feature a n = 3 [7,9]. Carbon aerogels derived through carbonization of
resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogel at 1100 °C feature a n = 2.7 at a porosity ranging from 80% to
95% [13]. Metallic microlattices feature a n = 2.4 [15], while graphene foams display a n = 2.5
[10]. Hence, the carbon Miura-ori structures presented here compare advantageously to other
common lightweight cellular materials in terms of scaling and load transfer capabilities. However,
the compressive strength of the carbon Miura-ori structures (4.12 kPa – 15.85 kPa) feature less
compressive strength than other structural materials with similar density such as metallic
microlattices (70 kPa – 3 MPa) [14] and carbon foam (~ 50 kPa) [13]. We hypothesize that the
random distribution of the open pores among the carbon fibers and the high standard deviation of
the fiber diameter are the reason for the low compressive strength. We provide further details on
the microstructure of the carbon fibers in section 3.2. Ongoing work is on using different pure
cellulose films with different microstructures. The control over smaller scales is expected to yield
a significant increase in compressive strength as recently reported by other authors [59].
Paper manufacturing involves pulping of wood chips followed by chemical treatment of the pulps,
mechanical pressing, and drying [60]. The microstructure of paper, i.e. fiber dimension and spatial
arrangement, depends on the source of the wood pulp, pulping method, treatment of the pulp and
the mechanical pressing [61]. Different microstructure of the paper can be obtained by controlling
these processing steps. For example, fibers from softwood feature slenderness ratio
(length/diameter) ranging from 95 to 120, whereas fibers from hardwood have slenderness ratio
ranging from 55 to 75 [61]. Higher slenderness ratio translates to a higher density of paper and
lower pore size distribution. Furthermore, paper made from thermomechanical pulping possesses
25-40% higher porosity than that made from chemical pulping [62]. The maturity of the paper
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industry represents an excellent stepping stone towards manufacturing carbon origami of tailored
properties. Once paper is obtained with specific microstructural properties, the continuous
processing for carbon origami will be enabled.

Figure 2: (a) Density (ρ) of carbonized Miura-ori of different sizes. At least five Miura-ori were
characterized for the shrinkage and the density for each value of h. The error bars represents the
standard deviation in the measurement. The red dashed line represents the best fitted curve to the
density. (b) Plots of compressive strength (σm) and elastic modulus (E) against density of the
carbon Miura-ori. The large standard deviations are attributed to the random distribution of carbon
fibers. (c) Relative elastic modulus (E/ES) of carbon Miura-ori with comparison to other lowdensity materials.
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3.2 Characterizing the microstructure of carbon origami
The results from the XRD characterization of the carbonized paper (Fig. 3) show weak and broad
peaks centered around 2θ = 24° and 2θ = 43°, which are the characteristics of (002) and (100)
reflections of amorphous carbon [63,64].

Figure 3: XRD of the carbonized chromatography paper. The presence of peaks at 24 and 43°
indicate amorphous carbon.
The chromatography paper used in this work was basically a collection of tightly packed cellulose
fibers as shown in Fig. 4b. The average diameter of these fibers was 17.48 ± 3.06 µm. The carbon
obtained after heat treatment is shown in Fig. 4b. No impurities were observed on the carbon
matrix. This in contrast to significant impurities reported when carbonizing other paper types
which are not marketed as pure cellulose [65]. The fibers shrank to an average diameter of 5.26 ±
2.53 µm, resulting on an average linear shrinkage of fiber diameter of 69.89 ± 5.59%. The spacing
between fibers is of random nature leading to macroporosity of varying dimensions in the range
from 1.56 µm to 21.71 µm (inset of Fig 4b). The mechanical properties of a material are known to
depend on its microstructure [66]. Hence, the compressive strength (σm) and elastic modulus (E)
of the carbon Miura-ori would depend on the fiber composition, diameter and spacing between
them. We hypothesize that the high standard deviation in the carbon fiber diameter and random
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and wide distribution of the open pores caused the high standard deviation in σm and E as seen in
Fig 2b. An improvement of mechanical properties is to be expected if using a fiber matrix with
smaller fiber diameter, as reported by other authors [66–68]. Use of smaller fibers can enhance
packing in the matrix, thus yielding smaller pores between fibers. Ongoing work is on elucidating
the impact of using different cellulose matrices as carbon precursors.
The carbon fibers themselves display a wide range of open pore sizes. SEM analysis at
magnification of 120k revealed a mesoporous structure with pore diameter ranging from 3.15 nm
to 44.78 nm (Figure 4c). TEM studies at magnification up to 500k further suggested presence of
micropores (pore diameter < 2 nm) within the fibers (Figure 4d). However, at the presented scale,
it is hard to identify and measure the size of the micropores. Further studies using nitrogen
adsorption-desorption will be needed to properly characterize these micropores. Our hypothesis is
that the escape of gaseous substances during carbonization causes these micropores in the carbon
material and the compact aggregation of these material results in the mesoporous structure. This
hypothesis is in accordance with previous reports on synthesis of porous carbon from biopolymer
precursors [45,69,70]. These micro- and mesopores also contribute to the microstructure and
mechanical properties of the carbon Miura-ori. With increased micro- and mesopores, the carbon
fibers become less dense resulting in a decrease in σm and E [71]. We expect the micro- and
mesoporosity to be increased by augmenting the carbonization temperature. The use of
carbonization temperatures up to 1000 °C has been shown to enhance material release during
carbonization and yield a material with increased micro- and meso-porosity [72].
The electron diffraction analysis performed during TEM revealed no spots or rings that correspond
to any crystal plane (inset of Figure 4d). This supports the previous finding from XRD about the
amorphous nature of the carbon sample.
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Figure 4: FESEM image of chromatography paper (a) before and (b) after carbonization at a
magnification of 600X. The arrows indicate the diameter of the fibers. Diameters were measured
for at least ten fibers in both cases. The average diameter of the cellulose fibers in (a) was 17.48 ±
3.06 µm and that for carbon fibers in (b) was 5.26 ± 2.53 µm, resulting in an average linear
shrinkage of fiber diameter of 69.89 ± 5.59 %. Inset of (b) represents the pore size distribution of
the open pores. The diameter of the open pores ranges from 1.56 µm to 21.71 µm. (c) High
magnification FESEM image of the carbonized chromatography paper at a magnification of 120k
showing the mesoporous structure of the carbon fibers. Representative examples of the pores are
indicated by the arrows. Pore diameter ranges from 3.15 nm to 44.78 nm as shown in the inset. (d)
HRTEM image of the carbonized chromatography paper showing the micropores in the carbon
material. Examples of the micropores are indicated by the arrows. The electron diffraction pattern
in the inset shows no ring or spot, which confirms the amorphous nature of the carbon sample.
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3.3 Structural shrinkage
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed to calculate the carbon yield of
chromatography paper. The results from the TGA are shown in Fig. 5 and are in accordance with
other authors [73–76]. A sharp weight loss occurs between 300 °C and 380 °C, which is attributed
to the thermal decomposition of cellulose in form of volatile components such as levoglucosan,
hydroxyacetaldehyde, acetol, CO and CO2 [77]. Above 380 °C, a gradual weight loss at
approximately 0.0097%/°C can be observed which is mainly caused by elimination of oxygen and
hydrogen in the form of CO, CO2 and CxHy [78]. The carbon yield at 900 °C in nitrogen atmosphere
for the chromatography paper used here is 4.4%, which is in agreement with previous reports [65].
Other types of paper, such as printing paper and Whatman filter paper, were reported to feature a
yield in the range of 3 – 23% [65,77]. The yield of 4.4% may seem to conflict with the ~70% linear
fiber shrinkage reported above. The theoretical linear shrinkage of the diameter of a solid carbon
fiber derived from cellulose is expected to be 79% when considering a 4.4% carbon yield and
assuming similar densities for both carbon and cellulose [79,80]. This value can be obtained by
equating the mass of a cellulose fiber per unit length (cross-sectional area times density) with that
of a carbon fiber featuring a diameter 0.044 times of the cellulose fiber. However, such calculation
does not consider the porosity of the fibers illustrated in Fig. 4. We expect the porosity to account
for the difference between the theoretical 79% and the observed 70% linear shrinkage. Further
studies are required to fully characterize the porosity and exact density of both cellulose and carbon
fibers.
The carbon yield is expected to change according to the heating environment. Inert gases
commonly used for carbonization include helium, nitrogen, argon and forming gas (Nitrogen and
5% Hydrogen). Su and Lua reported that the thermal conductivity of the gas has an important role
on the carbon yield [59]. They determined the convection heat transfer coefficient of helium,
nitrogen and argon using an equation correlating Nutshell number with Prandtl number at a volume
flow rate of 11.3 ml/min and an inside diameter of 23.55 mm for the tube furnace [59,81]. At 800
°C, they calculated the convection heat transfer coefficient of helium, nitrogen and argon to be
109.20, 18.89 and 12.79 W/m2K respectively. This suggests that a helium environment will result
in a lower carbon yield when compared to nitrogen and argon environments. Furthermore, Dickens
reported that the use of vacuum facilitates the evacuation of carbonization byproducts when
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compared to the use of inert gas atmospheres; which would translate to a lower carbon yield as
well [82]. Further work is needed to determine the convection heat transfer co-efficient of different
gases for our system and characterize the weight loss in such heating environment for Miura-ori.

Figure 5: TGA of chromatography paper with a heating rate of 5 °C/min in nitrogen atmosphere.
Around 90% weight loss occurs in the range 320 °C – 380 °C. A 4.4% carbon yield was obtained
at 900 °C.

The structural shrinkage of the Miura-ori structure is the result of processes at various length
scales: from micrometric fibers to centimetric structures. As a reference, the carbonization of a flat
piece of paper without the Miura-ori structure resulted in a curved carbon film (see insert in Fig.
6a). The possible reasons for such curved film include induced pressure by the volatile products
and associated swelling or blistering during the heat treatment, and the thermal contraction that
results during cooling [83–85]. We further speculate that the random distribution of the fibers
causes unequal stresses within the fibers during carbonization. However, further investigation is
needed to understand such phenomena. Remarkably, a paper piece of the same dimensions but
shaped as Miura-ori does not curve during carbonization (Fig. 6a). Our hypothesis is that the
dynamics of the Miura-ori structure facilitates the release of thermal stress and thermal contraction
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through shrinkage, which prevents it from curving. Interestingly, the amount of shrinkage in
different axis of the Miura-ori is different as shown in Fig. 6a. We calculated shrinkage using
Equation 2, where LPi and LCi are the dimensions of the paper Miura-ori and carbon Miura-ori
respectively in the i-axis. Most of the shrinkage occurs on the horizontal plane and in the direction
perpendicular to the characteristic dimension h. We denoted this direction as the Y-axis. The least
shrinkage happens in the X-axis, or the direction parallel to h. The shrinkage in X with respect to
h is constant, slightly variable in the case of Y-axis and significantly different for the Z-axis.
𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (%) =

𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

(2)

The material loss during carbonization results in shrinkage of the fibers and this can be explained
by the elimination of byproducts from carbonization. We hypothesize that the origami structure
has an impact on the evacuation of byproducts. This is because the weight of a carbonized piece
of paper with the same dimension than the one used for Miura-ori but without creasing and folding
is 10–20% less than the carbon Miura-ori. During carbonization, the decomposition of cellulose
produces condense-phase product, which evaporates. The nitrogen gas flowing in the tube aids the
evaporation of the byproducts by increasing the mass transfer co-efficient [86]. However, in the
case of Miura-ori, it can be possible that the nitrogen gas cannot reach the intricate parts of the
Miura-ori uniformly. For example, disturbances in the laminar flow in the tube can be introduced
at the folding corners. This results in inefficient mass transfer from those intricate parts and volatile
intermediates may get enough time to crosslink and stay as a part of the solid. Therefore, a higher
mass is obtained for the carbon Miura-ori. Future work will be required to support this hypothesis
and characterize this phenomenon further.
The dynamics of the Miura-ori structure are likely to play a role in shrinkage. It is known that a
Miura-ori structure offers the least mechanical resistance in the Y-axis, followed by the Z-axis and
lastly the X-axis. The shrinkage reported here follows this trend in all samples (Fig. 6b). Shrinkage
of the fiber network during carbonization leads to pulling stresses that find the least resistance in
the Y- and Z-axis. Shrinkage also depends on the characteristic dimension h. As h increases, the
shrinkage in Y-axis slightly decreases and Z-axis slightly increases. The characterization of the
fold angle after carbonization (α'') of Miura-ori structures exposes the fact that α'' is directly
proportional to h (Fig. 6b). Hence, the unit cell of a Miura-ori is elongated during carbonization
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and this elongation increases as h decreases (plot of α'' in Fig. 6b). According to the geometry of
Miura-ori, the dimension in Y-direction is directly proportional to α'' and the dimension in Zdirection is inversely proportional to α'' [36]. Hence, the dimension in Y-direction increases with
h resulting in decreasing shrinkage, whereas the dimension in Z-direction decreases with the
increase in h resulting in higher shrinkage. The results obtained here suggest a plateau on the
folding angle value α'' for h > 12.2 mm. However, further experiments in a bigger furnace than
ours are required to conclude on this. In order to assess the effect of the thickness of the precursor
paper, we compared the dimensions of i) paper Miura-ori folded with chromatography paper of
0.19 or 0.34 mm and the ii) resultant carbon origami after similar heat treatment of both paper
Miura-ori. The dimensions in paper were similar, and the amount of shrinkage during
carbonization remained the same in all directions regardless of the paper thickness (data not
shown). Since both papers featured similar pure cellulose fibers and fiber density, our hypothesis
is that the fibers experience similar material loss and thermal contraction force during the heat
treatment irrespective of the paper thickness.
The shrinkage behavior detailed above helps explain the decreasing density of the carbon Miuraori as h increases. An increasing value of h means that the size of the panels of the paper Miuraori structure increases. This effectively decreases the density of the Miura-ori by introducing larger
voids in the structure. Furthermore, shrinkage during carbonization results in retraction of the
panels towards each other, caused by the reduction of the folding angle as h decreases. The angle
between panels in the vertical plane is 44.08° ± 7.81°. The bigger the reduction on the folding
angle is, the higher the density of the structure becomes. Hence, small values of h yield increased
values of structural density. The plateau in α'' in Fig. 6b results in a plateau in structural density
reflected in Fig. 2a. As mentioned before, further experiments are needed with Miura-ori structures
with h > 16 mm to validate this observation.
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Figure 6: (a) Miura-ori before and after heat treatment. Note that the carbon structure retained the
Miura-ori pattern, whereas carbonization of a flat piece of paper results in a randomly curved piece
of paper as shown in the inset. Shrinkage occurs during the carbonization. In case of carbon Miuraori, maximum shrinkage occurs along Y-axis, followed by X- and Z-axis. (b) Shrinkage in X-, Y, and Z-direction for different sizes of Miura-ori. Maximum shrinkage occurred in Y-direction
followed by Z- and X-direction. The folding angle of the carbon Miura-ori (α'') was also plotted
for different sizes of Miura-ori. The error bars represents the standard deviation in the
measurement.
3.4 Versatility of the fabrication process
We performed studies to elucidate the minimal dimensions achievable in different origami
structures when using the manual fabrication technique presented here. The ultimate goal is to
automate folding techniques and this initial study is aimed at identifying challenges towards this
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goal. Previous authors attributed the failure of folding Miura-ori to the occurrence of folding
defects such as curl, crimps and kinks in the facets, which were due to bending and compressive
stresses exerted on the facets during manual folding [87]. Here we focused on elucidating the
impact of shape complexity on the minimal origami dimensions that are achievable by an average
human folder. We studied Miura-ori, Waterbomb base and Yoshimura (Fig. 7) to account for
different complexities. The upper limit on dimensions was given by the diameter of the furnace
tube used in this work (120 mm). Pre-creasing was achieved across all dimensions tested here
since the resolution of the pen, 1.5 mm, was smaller than the separation between all lines.
The complexity of the origami structure can be characterized by N, which is the ratio between the
number of crease lines and the area of paper. Miura-ori is the most complex, with highest N, shape
among the three studied here followed by Waterbomb base. This means that for a given paper area,
a Miura-ori fold features more crease lines. N can then be related to the characteristic size of the
different origami structures as given by their unit cell. In this work, the unit cell of Miura-ori is
characterized by h, the Waterbomb base by s and Yoshimura by y. For a given length of h, s and
y, a Miura-ori features a higher N. Results (Fig. 7d) indicate that the achievable structure depends
on the attempted shape and the characteristic size of its unit cell. The minimal length of the
characteristic dimension to achieve an origami structure depends on the shape. A value of h ≤ 4.6
mm was not achievable in Miura-ori, while values of s ≤ 3.6 mm and y ≤ 2.1 mm were not possible
with Waterbomb based and Yoshimura respectively. In other words, Miura-ori requires the largest
size of paper area among the three shapes for a specific N. A value of N greater than 0.05 mm-2
failed for all the three shapes during the manual folding. At such value of N, the number of crease
lines per unit area of paper becomes so high that the distance between adjacent creases becomes
extremely close for manual folding. At such condition, the fold propagates beyond the prescribed
crease lines during manual folding and interferes with other adjacent crease lines. This results in
folding defects such as curl, crimps and kinks in the facets.
The upper limit of scalability for paper creasing in our case is entirely dependent on the capabilities
of the cutting plotter used to pre-crease the paper. The cutting plotter used in this experiment
features a maximum cutting area of 375 mm × 50 m. This large cutting area can permit large
patterned sheets to be created using the pre-creasing method as long as the features are scaled to
the appropriate size. However, large sheet of paper may be more difficult to control, especially
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during manual folding of the complex origami structures. In future large-scale manufacturing, the
manual folding can be avoided by using upcoming reprogrammable robots [88–90] or processes
akin to those used in the manufacturing of paper bags and filters [91]. This will eliminate the
dependence of dexterity of the user and likely allow for defect-free folding of the creased paper. It
could also allow for fabrication of origami shapes having N > 0.05 mm-2 and afford better control
while handling large sheets of paper. The use of embossing rollers [92–94] to automate the
continuous creasing of paper, and the use of rolling furnaces to carbonize origami structures
complement automatic folding towards large-scale manufacturing of carbon origami. Rolling
furnaces are already common practice in the manufacturing of tiles and other ceramic parts [95].
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Figure 7. (a) Paper Miura-ori with different value of design parameter h. The Miura-ori with red
cross at the top represents the failed attempts. In case of a failed structure, folding defects such as
curl, crimps and kinks occurred due to bending and compressive stress exerted on the facets during
the manual folding. (b) Waterbomb base and (c) Yoshimura were folded to characterize the effect
of complexity on scalability. Unit cells of each origami structures are shown in the inset of
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corresponding images and denoted by the red dotted square in the folded paper structures. The
number of crease lines per unit area of paper represents the complexity of the origami structures.
(d) Ratio of number of crease lines over area of paper were plotted for different sizes of Miuraori, Waterbomb base and Yoshimura. Note that manual folding fails over a number of crease lines
to area of paper ratio of 0.05 mm-2.

4. Concluding remarks
In this work, we demonstrated the fabrication of lightweight, rigid carbon cellular materials using
origami techniques. We automated the pre-creasing of flat pieces of cellulosic paper to facilitate
the manual folding of origami structures. 3D complex origami shapes of carbon were obtained
after carbonization. These featured a unique hierarchical porous microstructure as characterized
by SEM and TEM. Shrinkage occurred both in the micro- and macro-scales during the
carbonization due to the release of carbonization byproducts. The shrinkage in the macro-scale
also depended on the dynamics of the origami shape. The carbon structures featured low density,
comparable to other materials such as CNT foams and graphene elastomer that require more
complex fabrication processes. The Miura-ori cellular material displays a bending dominant failure
under compression (n = 1.76). The carbon Miura-ori exhibited low absolute compressive strength
and elastic modulus due to the random and wide distribution of the open pores. However, it
featured better scaling of relative stiffness when compared to other cellular engineering materials
such as silica aerogel, carbon aerogel, graphene elastomers, metallic microlattices and CNT foams.
This indicates better load transfer capability of the carbon Miura-ori when compared to these other
cellular engineering materials. The large scale manufacturing of carbon origami is envisioned to
include embossing rollers to pre-crease the paper, automatic folding using robots and continuous
heat treatment using rolling furnaces.
We postulate carbon origami as a technique to fabricate multifunctional cellular materials. Here
we demonstrated the initial mechanical properties of carbon Miura-ori structures. Further work is
necessary to improve these properties by controlling the microstructure of the carbon by tailoring
the structure of the precursor paper and heating protocols. The use of porous carbon in energy
applications such as batteries, fuel cells and capacitors is well known. In fact, cellulose derived
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carbon by itself or functionalized with metallic nanoparticles has been shown to have excellent
electrochemical responses preferable for applications such as batteries, capacitors, CO2 reductors
and fuel cells [96–99]. Further work to elucidate the effect of processing on the surface area and
electrochemical properties of carbon origami is necessary. Such studies will also further the use of
porous carbon for sensing [98]. The combination of the results emanating from electrochemical
and mechanical studies can lead to the development of origami structures with tailored mechanical,
energy and sensing properties. For example, lightweight structural capacitors and batteries that are
capable to sustain a mechanical load and can monitor their environment. The fact that such carbon
material has excellent chemical inertness and can sustain temperatures up to 500 °C under
oxidative environments [100] and up to 2500 °C in inert conditions [23] suggests their use in harsh,
high temperature applications such as structural filters in diesel engines [101] and during the
processing of certain molten materials [102].
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